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With e-FSE, its online data transmission solution,
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux is working with
physicians to meet their new regulatory obligations
Paris, October 12, 2010 – With e-FSE®©, its first online transmission solution for patient
treatment forms, Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), software publisher and service provider
dedicated to the medical profession for over 20 years, is working with physicians in the context
of the new regulations presented September 28 by the government dealing with Social
Security financing in 2011.
Moving towards widespread dematerialization of transactions
As part of the 2011 Social Security Financing bill, the government has pledged to pursue a
certain number of cost-saving and austerity measures aimed at streamlining healthcare
spending. Health insurance needs to modernize, which means doing away with paper. The
implementation of electronic treatment forms and online transmission solutions is thus a critical
step. To facilitate and accelerate the process, the government has instituted a system of
penalties for reluctant practitioners and medical establishments, and financial incentives for
“the good guys”. Each paper treatment form will be subject to a €0.50 tax, whereas
establishments using properly generated electronic forms will receive a €0.07 subsidy for each
form, plus a lump sum of €250 per year.
CLM continues its tradition of close partnership with healthcare professionals
With e-FSE, CLM wanted to cater to all of the physicians that have not yet cleared the hurdle
of online form transmission, or who want a more advanced electronic treatment form solution.
Aimed at general practitioners and specialists, the e-FSE solution facilitates day-to-day
Electronic Treatment Form management:




easily manage NGAP / CCAM procedures
“favorite” procedures by specialty to save time
visualize sent invoices and those pending
transmission, and manage rejected files for
optimized practice management

course of care management – treating physician

CMU and third party payer management

up-to-date procedures and tariffs in real time

access to the Espace Pro on the ameli.fr site for
online reporting (sick leaves, treatment protocols,
etc.)

automatic data backup

no software to install
e-FSE software is SESAM-Vitale 1.40 approved and complies with the personal health data
hosting decree, for which Cegedim received a favorable rating on 18 February 2010.
A dedicated website, a simple product
So that physicians can get started with Electronic Treatment Forms in just a few clicks, CLM
has created the www.e-fse.fr website, which offers:
-

videos demonstrating the software and procedure listings
online purchase options (fixed line SESAM-Vitale card readers included)
subscription forms
user guide downloads
login information as soon as the purchase is approved
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- startup of electronic treatment forms on the same site
In addition, by subscribing to e-FSE, the user will receive a chance to try out secure online
®©
prescriptions, with BCB , the first medication database authorized by the Haute Autorité de
Santé.

About
Cegedim
Logiciels
Médicaux
(CLM) :

CLM has more than 20 years’ experience computerizing the healthcare profession and is a part of Cegedim
Healthcare Software. With LC 2010, it offers a complete range of communicative software and related services
dedicated to general practitioners and specialists.
Designed to meet the needs of a changing business environment, notably with respect to medical profession
demographics and they way care is organized, software in the LC 2010 range (Premium Crossway, Cardiolite,
Eglantine and Medigest) and MédiClick range ensure healthcare professionals flexibility and scalability, while
allowing them to pick the solution best suited to their specialty, user preferences and type of practice (independent,
group, healthcare center or network, etc.). Structured, communicative and interoperable, these products are
designed with information sharing and the DMP (French Personal Medical File) in mind.
CLM works closely with its physician clients through its network of 15 regional branch offices.
To learn more, please visit: www.cegedim-logiciels.com

About
Cegedim
Healthcare
Software
(CHS) :

Created in 2009, the Cegedim Healthcare Software Business Unit encompasses nine Cegedim subsidiaries and
more than 1,400 employees in seven countries: France, the UK, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Tunisia and Chile. The
business unit produces software solutions for healthcare professionals. Pharmacies, general practitioners,
specialists and paramedics – CHS caters to a broad range of healthcare professionals with a comprehensive range
of IT solutions:
- medical and paramedical management (electronic patient files, schedules, accounting, etc.),
- pharmacy management (sales, inventory, electronic filing),
- publishing the Banque Claude Bernard drugs database (prescription assistance),
- installing care networks and Shared Medical Records projects.

About
Cegedim :

Founded in 1969, Cegedim is a global technology and services company specializing in the healthcare field.
Cegedim supplies services, technological tools, specialized software, data flow management services and
databases. Its offerings are targeted notably at healthcare industries, life sciences companies, healthcare
professionals and insurance companies. The world leader in life sciences CRM, Cegedim is also one of the leading
suppliers of strategic healthcare industry data. Cegedim employs 8,600 people in more than 80 countries and
generated revenue of €874 million in 2009. Cegedim SA is listed in Paris (EURONEXT: CGM).
To learn more, please visit: www.cegedim.com
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